
Customer profile

Libri stores about one million different books at the logistics 
center in Bad Hersfeld, its entire catalog comprising 10 
million books. Stationary book retail and various online 
retailers are supplied by BOOXpress GmbH, which 
delivers books almost every night via a hub-and-spoke 
network to star-shaped transshipment points throughout 
Germany and Austria. The entire product range is 
regionally distributed from these points. The sizes of the 
shipment units vary greatly: They include everything from 
the smallest individual shipments to Euro pallets.

Requirements

In order to prepare itself for future logistic challenges, 
BOOXpress decided to replace the existing heterogeneous 
system landscape, which was used to plan and control 
the entire trip network in the past. It had reached its limits 
in view of the volatile conditions in book and media retail, 
which was the decisive factor for completely modernizing 
the system landscape.

Efficient transport planning and control
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BOOXpress:  
inconsoTMS

The Solution

inconsoTMS was chosen. The transport management 
system developed by the software specialist inconso 
meets all requirements for efficiently planning and con-
trolling the vast transport network. It distinguishes be-
tween regular transport sequences in fixed master routes, 
delivery routes as well as concrete stops and allows for 
the order-oriented delivery of all orders. With inconsoTMS, 
BOOXpress has a complete overview of the status of a 
single transport order and the entire transport network. 
BOOXpress also relies on inconsoTMS to manage trips 
for more than 400 trucks, which are dispatched six times 
a week. 

The orders are transferred to inconsoTMS at the earliest 
possible time and allow for reliable forecasting of required 
resources. As soon as the actual packages and their actual 
weights become known after picking, concrete transport 
orders are assigned. At the same time, the inconsoTMS 
determines the correct trip in the network and assigns the 
order, taking the target delivery date into account. 
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Overall, BOOXpress has realized a high level of automation 
with inconsoTMS for a multitude of processes for efficient 
transport processing. These include, for example, auto-
matic planning in a multi-level transport network, automatic 
empties account management, more flexible billing options 
as well as the connection to SAP FI/CO. With this integrat-
ed solution, BOOXpress has created a foundation for the 
future.

BOOXpress also uses inconsoTMS to display the 
numerous transport-specific billing variants. It provides 
support, via a billing module, in invoicing transports and 
calculating BOOXpress services for clients such as Libri. 
All invoicing models are executed fully automatically based 
on the data in inconsoTMS – from the consolidation of 
the accounting parameters, depending on the business 
relationship, to pre-accounting and pricing, to the transfer 
to the ERP systems. In addition, Libri customer service has 
access to the transport information, as trip data, whether 
near or far, is transmitted to Libri for printing documents 
and labels. Libri can also inform customers about the 
status or any deviations.

At a glance

Customer
BOOXpress GmbH

Project Goals
●● Establishment of a homogenouse system landscape 

for the planning and control of an extensive transport 
network

●● High level of automation for a large number of 
processes for efficient transport processing 

Products and Solutions
●● inconsoTMS
●● inconsoPOD

Main Benefits for the Customer
●● Automatic planning in the multi-level transport net-

work and in areas such as loading, empties manage-
ment and accouting 

●● Reliable resource forecasts 
●● Minimization of errors in the booking process
●● Status transparency of individual transport orders

“With this solution a uniform software 
landscape was created, which centrally 
unites various functional areas.”

Henry Wiechers, Head of Controlling and Organization 
at BOOXpress GmbH


